
Gardening Tips       J.McNiff 

1.   The garden is the children’s— the tomatoes might have some surprise carrot visitors.  A sunflower or 

two may get ripped down (stem, roots, and all).  The perfect vision of a garden for children is not what it 

will look like but what experiences it will provide.  This is not to say that expectations can not be set but it 

is to say that the possibility of stray seeds, devoured berries, and other mishaps are guaranteed to       

happen.  These hiccups are learning opportunities.  Expectations should be guidance and not strict       

conditions.   

Recommendations for guidance may include: 

 The seed is sleeping.  Let the dirt keep it covered so it will grow. 

Before we pick we must ask so we can check together and see if it is ready to harvest. 

Provide plants that they know are free picking zones (cherry tomatoes, flower cutting garden, herbs, etc.)  

2.  Real tools are a must— teaching children real gardening skills requires real tools.  Digging in the dirt and 

planting requires watering cans, hoses, shovels, gloves, plant markers, and much more.  The children feel  

empowered and gardening helps develop self help skills, pride, independence, responsibility, and other social

-emotional attributes.   

3. Plant appealing and easy growing plants— before introducing new tastes familiar and favorite taste need 

to be provided.  Be sure to provide things that the children may already be eating at home: carrots, 

lettuce, berries, broccoli, etc.  Even though they may get these healthy bites at home it is still a learning 

experience to grow each item.  A baby carrot in a lunchbox looks much different from a garden grown 

leafy top one.  Planting gardens will only captivate the interest of children if the process works and the 

children are able to observe growth, harvest, and indulge in the gatherings.  Be sure to choose things that 

grow with little maintenance and hold up to challenges (over watering, frequent plucking, crowding).  

While garden failures such as drying out or hungry pests are all part of the learning experience—some 

success must occur.  Some easy planting suggestions include: basil, sunflowers, lettuce, carrots, radishes, 

tomatoes, rosemary, cutting flowers, beets, and berries.   

4. Just the right fit— the garden you plant must fit your age 

group, environment , and capabilities.  Remember that not all 

gardens have to be acres of land and sprouted from garden 

boxes.   You may plant one outdoor garden box, a window box, 

a table top herb garden, or a mobile garden.  

5. Integrate Learning— Use garden themed literature to support literacy experiences, seek colors out on 

scavenger hunts,  measure ingredients while cooking, observe worms, measure bugs, cut stems, share 

teamwork during garden work or cooking.  The garden provides growth in all developmental domains.   

6.  Patch to Table—children should be involved in each step of gardening: prep work, seeds, observation,  

harvest, food preparation, and tasting! :)  Cooking and prepping food may be the most enjoyable part  of the 

process.  It is the reward for the work put in.  Prepping and dining is a communal process that bridges         

together children with one another and provides time for exploring the sensory  delights of each harvest. 



Sunny Avocado Salad 

1 avocado (tastes sunny) 2 rainbow carrots  Lemon  Spinach 

Olive Oil Salt 

Cut, taste, and explore each item separately.  Then  allow children to select the amount of ingredients they 

desire in their bowl of each item.  Taste the salad with all ingredients together.   

Tip:  When trying new items or items a child thinks they may not like encourage them to include at least a bit 

of some.  Explain that some things taste different when paired with other ingredients.  Help them to see that 

they may not like cooked peas but fresh peas or that that Basil is strong in one bite but savory in a salad mix. 
 

Bread  

1 3/4 water  3 cups flour .05 oz. salt  (a few preschool pinches)    1 package yeast (slightly less than 1 TBS)  

Sprinkles of sugar Add-ins such as rosemary optional  

Mix yeast with 1 cup hot water and a few sugar cubes.  Set this mixture aside.  Mix remaining ingredients in-

cluding the unused amount of water.  When yeast bowl looks foamy add it to the ingredients and mix.  Knead 

and let rise for an hour.  Bake and enjoy! 
 

Fruit Water 

Several squeezes of lemon  

 2 quarts of water. 

A cup of frozen fruit (typically berries) 

 A cup or two of ice 

Just a few sugar cubes (minimal is best)  

Have the children assist in mixing all the ingredients.  Pour glasses with fruit and ice in each cup.  Enjoy! 

Resources 

Last Child in the Woods Richard, Louv.   

The Edible School Yard http://edibleschoolyard.org/news-events 

The Language of Food http://www.reggiochildren.it/?libro=the-languages-of-food&lang=en 

Hollyhocks and Honeybees: Garden Projects for Young Children Sara Starbuck,  Marla Olthof,  Karen Midden  

I Love Dirt Jennifer, Ward 
Natural Playscapes:  Creating Outdoor Play Environments for the Soul  Rusty, Keeler  

Recipes 


